Michael Highsmith - Art and Art History
Katie Hoffman - English
Eric Holt - Campus Recreation
Liza Hunn - Walter Scott, Jr. College of Engineering
Terry Iverson - Economics
Derek Jacobsen - Registrar
Erik Jaramillo - Facilities Management
Ashleigh Jesionowski - Lory Student Center
Seth Johnson - Residential Dining
Sally Jones-Diamond - Soil and Crop Sciences
Joan Jordan - Peaks and Plains Region
Karen Kahler - Chemistry
Kurt Kaiser - Bookstore
Mike Katz - Student Resolution Center
Steve Kellums - Facilities Management
Kim Kita - International Programs
Clint Kranz - Housing and Dining Facilities
Linda Langelo - Peaks and Plains Region
Paul Langlois - Biology
Corrine Lindstadt - Microbiology, Immunology and Pathology
Roger Lipker - Journalism and Media Communication
Bevin Luna - Environmental and Radiological Health Sciences
Layla Malander - English
William Malm - Cooperative Institute for Research in the Atmosphere (CIRA)
Delia Malone - Colorado Natural Heritage Program
John Malsam - University Housing
Kristi Marin - Office of Financial Aid
Greg Mark - Facilities Management
Tom Mathies - CEMML
Josh McClure - CSU Police Department
Joe McDowell - Fort Collins Diag Lab
Stephanie McGrath - Clinical Sciences
Steve Mechels - CEMML
Nau Mendoza Ruiz - Biomedical Sciences
Grace Miner - Soil and Crop Sciences
Julie Moreno - Microbiology, Immunology and Pathology
Rose Morgen-Duvall - Residential Dining
Dimas Munoz III - CEMML
Christina Nash - Agricultural Research Development and Education Center
Jeff Nepute - Health Network Counseling
Laura Nevarez de Lopez - Housing and Dining Facilities
Stacey Nichols - Occupational Therapy
Latoya Noel - Collaborative for Student Achievement
Kelly Nolin - Admissions
Asuka Nosaka - Office of Financial Aid
Susan Opp - Political Science
Forrest Orswell - Student Legal Services
Sangmi Pallickara - Computer Science
Shrideep Pallickara - Computer Science
Glenn Patterson - Ecosystem Science and Sustainability
Adam Pearlstein - Physics
Christie Peebles - Chemical and Biological Engineering
Jason Phillips - Athletics
Alexa Pickles - Veterinary Teaching Hospital
Kasavajhala Prasad - Biology
Amy Quinn-Sparks - Continuing Education - Administration
Kathay Rennels - Chancellor’s Office
Ben Reynolds - Chemistry
Melissa Reynolds - College of Natural Sciences
Marlis Rezende - Clinical Sciences
Nancy Rhodes - Off-Campus Life
Wendy Rich-Goldschmidt - Acct Pools - Payroll
Roy Rodriguez - Facilities Management
James Roller - English
Joanne Saher - Natural Resource Ecology Laboratory
Meenakshi Santra - Soil and Crop Sciences
Derek Schook - Forest & Rangeland Stewardship
Dan Schroder - Western Region
Cliff Schulenberg - College of Agricultural Sciences
Jason Scott - Residential Dining
Kristina Servin - Walter Scott, Jr. College of Engineering
Burnell Sesker - Facilities Management
Shalini Shanker - Athletic Compliance
Tushar Shimpi - Mechanical Engineering
Pamela Smith - Colorado Natural Heritage Program
Leif Sorensen - English
Dan Stephen - History
Rachel Storer - Atmospheric Science
Theresa Strom - Parking & Transportation Services
Mary Swanson - Institute for Learning & Teaching
Wil Swindler - School of Music, Theatre and Dance
Daniele Tavani - Economics
Jim Thake - Facilities Management
Justin Thimgan - HDS Technology Services
Clarissa Trapp - Library
Mitch Trebesh - Academic Advancement Center
Wendy True - HDS Administration
Susan Tsunoda - Biomedical Sciences
Bert Vermeulen - Walter Scott, Jr. College of Engineering
Jill Vesty - Health Network Medical
Shannon Wagner - Walter Scott, Jr. College of Engineering
Anna Walker - Occupational Therapy
Marianna Walsh - Registrar
Jon Walter - UA Finance & Administration
Girma Waro - Biomedical Sciences
Ryan - Wathen - Veterinary Teaching Hospital
Colleen Weitzel - College of Liberal Arts
Brenda Williams - Agricultural Research Development and Education Center
Desiree Williams - Mechanical Engineering
George Wittemyer - Fish, Wildlife and Conservation Biology
Aaron Wykhuis - Colorado State Forest Service
Hua Yang - Animal Sciences
Kate - Yeske - CEMML
Janna Yoshimoto - Microbiology, Immunology and Pathology
Nicholas Young - Natural Resource Ecology Laboratory